Lab developed and engineered specifically for the challenging performance requirements of the police and law enforcement equipment market, TACTICAL Brake Pads by StopTech® provide extended service life and fade-free performance under the most grueling conditions. Featuring Mu500 Chemically Enhanced Friction Performance and Silent On Arrival™ noise-abatement technologies, these AMECA-approved brake pads provide superior and silent braking performance under the extreme driving conditions experienced by officers in pursuit and on patrol.

BUILT TO FIT.

TACTICAL – PERFORMANCE UNDER PRESSURE, SILENT ON ARRIVAL

BULLETPROOF PERFORMANCE
Every day, every shift, every mile, TACTICAL pads handle every challenge that comes your way.

ADVANCED MU500 COATING
Delivers maximum stopping power from the first stop and is 100% compatible with all rotor anti-corrosion coatings.

HIGH PERFORMANCE BACKING PLATES
Every TACTICAL brake pad incorporates advanced mechanical friction retention technology to ensure absolute attachment of the friction under extreme operating temperatures and brake torques.
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TACTICAL Police Duty Brake Pads are available for all current police pursuit/patrol vehicles including Chevrolet Caprice, Impala and Tahoe, Dodge Charger, Ford Crown Victoria, Police Interceptor (Explorer), and Police Interceptor Sedan (Taurus). Using specially formulated friction compounds developed in our in-house labs, TACTICAL brake pads are designed to eliminate fade in high-speed pursuit situations and work silently when stealth is critical. Dynamometer and vehicle tested for maximum performance and service life under the most extreme driving conditions, TACTICAL by StopTech delivers optimum performance under pressure.

MECHANICALLY-ATTACHED SHIMS
Application-specific pad shims designed to eliminate noise caused by brake pad vibrations.

OE-DESIGNED HARDWARE INCLUDED
A complete solution that ensures full restoration of stopping performance, easy installation and minimal shop time.

YOUR NEXT MOVE? Getting access to TACTICAL police duty brake pads is simple.
Call (310) 218-1091 or visit CentricParts.com.